
Insurance company discovers a whole new  
search audience with Bing Ads
For web users looking for car insurance, there is no shortage of companies offering 
cheap deals. So how does one of these companies make itself stand out? Dutch 
business Zelf Insurance believes it has the answer—personality.

Zelf is the online car insurance brand of SNS Reaal, one of the biggest banking and  
insurance companies in the Netherlands with 6,000 employees. Zelf—which has around 
100 employees, an informal company culture and an openness rare in its insurance 
competition—has found an audience through a strong digital marketing strategy. 

“You won’t see us on TV or radio, and we don’t buy ads in magazines,” says Victor 
Küppers, marketing manager at Zelf Insurance. “Zelf is a pure online brand—if we 
can’t measure the impact of something we do, we won’t do it.”

Competition in a crowded insurance market
Zelf offers a sophisticated web experience where potential customers can get an 
instant quote and directly close a contract. But the Netherlands has a crowded 
insurance market, with competition in big players that also offer good car insurance 
products, websites and service.

Digital marketing makes the difference for Zelf. The brand tries different tactics 
such as content marketing, affiliate marketing, display advertising and SEO to reach 
customers. But paid search is central to its strategy. “Search advertising is important 
because of the momentum—you’re not pushing, you’re pulling,” says Küppers. 
“People are actively searching for keywords in search engines—that’s where we want 
to present our name and URL.” Küppers adds, “It’s also a great resource for research. 
You can use the data you collect to further optimise your online marketing.”

A new search strategy with Bing
One of the big challenges in paid search for Zelf was the ultra-crowded insurance 
market. This means that for pay per click (PPC) keywords, it could become very 
expensive due to high bidding price wars. Nevertheless Zelf was succeeding in paid 
search with Google AdWords thanks to its partner agency OrangeValley. But the 
search campaigns had been optimised so much that results flatlined—changes 
weren’t having the same effect as previously.
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“We wanted to get to know Bing Ads, play with it and learn from it. We had no 
complaints, but we had managed AdWords to a certain level where it wasn’t going 
to give us better results. So we asked ourselves—why don’t we simply create new 
reach with Bing Ads?”

22% more quote calculations, 168% higher conversion ratio
Zelf started Bing Ads campaigns in early 2014, and results showed that throughout it 
was more cost-effective than Google AdWords.

In a stunning set of results, Zelf found visitors from Bing performed 22% more quote 
calculations on its website and provided a 168% higher conversion ratio than visitors 
from Google. Most important, the cost per order was 44% lower with Bing Ads 
than with AdWords because of a lower PPC rate and high audience quality. Küppers 
states, “In percentages, the Bing Ads audience purchased more—that was a big 
find for us. We quickly realised that this was a different pool of customers who were 
maybe slightly older, not as tablet- and mobile-orientated as AdWords users, but 
who were likely to stay longer on the site.”

Reason for success
The main goal for Zelf’s Bing Ads campaigns is to provide customers with the 
information necessary for them to feel comfortable and confident to purchase. For 
example, features like Sitelink Extensions allow Zelf to insert additional links in ads 
to guide visitors to specific locations on its website. “I know we can provide all the 
information a customer needs with one click,” says Küppers. “Our main focus is to 
ensure you don’t need a lot of clicks to feel comfortable and then can proceed to 
appreciate and purchase the product.” 

With a new, high-quality audience that the advertising platform allows Zelf to target 
and reach efficiently, Bing Ads definitely established itself as Zelf’s insurance to 
future success.
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For Zelf Insurance search ads, Bing Ads 
delivers more and longer sessions.
Bing Ads has a lower share of voice than AdWords 
but compensates in audience quality. 
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